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Abstract—Dynamic adaptive streaming over HTTP (DASH) is attractive. It reuses popular web servers rather than relying on expensive streaming server. It takes the benefits of router and firewall optimizations for HTTP traffic. It does not require special network communication software at user side besides web browsers. It promises to automatically adapt to bandwidth dynamics to provide smooth playback experience with best achievable visual quality. In this paper, we study a new architecture for DASH, i.e. DASH from multiple content distribution servers with scalable coded video sources. We take the advantage of this state-of-art network architecture to offer even better DASH experience. In this research, users request one video program simultaneously from more than one CDN servers over HTTP. To optimize resource allocation among different servers, we propose a collaborative multi-scale scheduling algorithm (CMSS) which can effectively: 1) mitigate web server load and automatically balance loads among servers; 2) adapt to bandwidth dynamic of each server; 3) optimize aggregated streaming quality. We implemented a prototype of our algorithm and deployed it on PlanetLab open platform. Measurement results verify the effectiveness of CMSS.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, DASH has been raising a lot of attentions. Typical DASH solutions include Microsoft’s smooth streaming, Apple’s HTTP live streaming, Adobe’s HTTP dynamic streaming, etc. These popular DASH solutions adopt stream switching technology, in which the server stores multiple versions of the same video program with different bit rate. The server switches among these versions according to the rate adaptation algorithm.

Stream switching does not take the benefit of advanced scalable video coding technology, i.e. H.264/SVC international standard. It takes large storage space and can only provide small number of candidate bit rate streams (usually no more than 5, [1]). With H.264/SVC’s median granularity scalability (MGS), server can provide progressive streaming bit rates, which makes itself able to better adapt to bandwidth variations. Taking the advantage of scalable video coding, it has been shown in [2] that simple deadline-driven rate adaptation algorithm achieves very good performance.

In this research, we identify a new problem of DASH which, to the best of our knowledge, has not been dressed previously. Specifically, we study how to use replica servers to improve DASH quality, taking the benefits of scalable video coding. In single source parallel TCP streaming [3] [4], video source is located in single server. It is relatively easy to perform server side rate control. However, in multi-server DASH, video sources are stored in different geographically distributed CDN servers. Server side rate adaptation would require close server collaboration to decide which video segment to transmit at each time from each server, which is not preferred in practice due to large communication cost. Therefore, user driven rate adaptation and segment selection are preferred, in which users are in charge of negotiating with CDN servers to adapt video bit rate to available aggregate bandwidth.

Although exploiting path diversity to improve streaming quality has been studied for years in P2P streaming literature, however, multi-server DASH is significantly different from the well studied P2P streaming model. First, different from a regular peer in P2P streaming, CDN server is assumed to be simultaneously serving hundreds to thousands of users. Reducing server’s load should be explicitly taken as one of the primal goals of DASH rate control algorithm design. For example, assume that a HD video is encoded with bit rate 20Mbps. If each HTTP request asks one 20kB data chunk in HTTP request, then for 1000 users, the server have to process up to 125,000 HTTP requests per second. Second, CDN servers are relatively stable and they
do not require incentive mechanisms to deliver video to users. Third, CDN servers usually have full replica of the video program. Finally, we would like to point out that even in P2P streaming, video bit rate adaptation is still lacking a good solution.

We study multi-server DASH with scalable coded video source. The challenge of this problem is that mitigating server load (reducing number of HTTP requests) and optimizing bandwidth utilization usually conflict with each other. Coordinating servers to balance these two conflicting aspects is a big challenge. As we know, there are mismatches between estimated TCP bandwidth and practical TCP bandwidth. When the number of HTTP requests is reduced, the user loses the precision of tracking and predicting TCP throughput, therefore reduces bandwidth utilization. However, over excessive HTTP requests would exhaust server resources. To address these challenges, we propose and implement the collaborative multi-scale scheduler (CMSS). By introducing a new multi-scale rate prediction algorithm and a new multi-scale resource allocation algorithm, the scheduler can accurately track bandwidth variation and accurately allocate resources with logarithmic number of HTTP requests during each video segment’s transmission time. CMSS is able to effectively release server load, especially in the scenarios when video bit rate is very high (e.g., HD video streaming).

This paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes related work. Section III presents CMSS for multi-server DASH in detail. Section IV presents measurement results using PlanetLab open platform. Section V concludes the paper.

II. Related Work

A. TCP Streaming


B. DASH

Cicco et al [1] measured Akamai HD DASH over Adobe Flash. Based on their measurement results, they proposed their improved rate control algorithm using classic control theory [6]. Kuschnig et al [7] proposed an HTTP request-response based DASH system. They proposed to use fix size chunk as basic scheduling unit and to dynamically adjust inter HTTP request time intervals to guarantee fairness. However, their solution does not scale well from server’s perspective due to the huge number of HTTP requests. Stockhammer [8] introduced the initial version of 3GPP standard for DASH and compared it with existing industrial DASH systems. Akhshabi et al [9] experimentally compared several widely used DASH system, including Microsoft’s smooth streaming, Netflix player, and Adobe’s dynamic streaming. Kuschnig et al [2] tested several rate adaptation algorithm for H.264/SVC streaming.

III. Collaborative Multi-scale Scheduling

In this paper, we assume that H.264/SVC bit stream is stored segment by segment in the servers. Each segment contains T seconds of video program. As SVC stream contains intrinsic rate adoption functionality (CGS, MGS), we can select relatively longer segment length $T \in [10s, 30s]$. A video stream is presented as segment sequence $(S_0, S_1, \cdots)$, where $S_i(i = 0, 1, \cdots)$ denotes one $T$-second segment. The size (in byte) of $S_i$ is $V_i$. H.264/SVC NALUs within one segment are rearranged in rate-distortion optimized order. I.e. important NALUs (i.e. with lower priority_id) locate in front of less important NALUs in the segment. How to map NALUs to priority_id is non-standard and out of the scope of this paper. Readers please refer to [10]. Here, we assume that each segment has already been reordered.

Let $N$ denote the number of available servers, with rate $r_i(t), 0 \leq i < N$. Note that the rate variations are determined by TCP, rather than the CDN servers. Assume that $m(t)$ denotes the Lebesgue measure of real interval $I$. Let

$$r_i(t_1, t_2) = \frac{\int_{t_1}^{t_2} r_i(t) \, dt}{m([t_1, t_2), i \text{ transmits at } t]} \quad (1)$$

denotes the measured average TCP rate in the time interval $[t_1, t_2]$. Let $s_5(i)$ be the starting of the trans-
mission time of segment $i$. To match the playback rate with the streaming rate, except for several initial segments, which might be optimized to reduce initial playback rate, we assume that all the other segments should be transmitted within $T$ seconds. If the highest available layer is successfully delivered before using out its $T$-second quota, the servers will be suspended and resumed at the beginning of the next segment’s scheduled transmission time.

Algorithm 1 Ideal Multi-Server DASH

1: procedure $\text{schedule}(\{t_S(i), r_j(t)\} | 0 \leq j < N, t \geq t_S(i), T, V_j)$
2: \hspace{1em} $V_i^R \leftarrow \sum_{j=0}^{N-1} \int_{t_S(i)}^{t_S(i)+T} r_j(\tau) \, d\tau$
3: \hspace{1em} if $V_i^R \geq V_i$ then
4: \hspace{2em} $\{\sum_{j=0}^{N-1} \int_{t_S(i)}^{t_S(i)+T} r_j(\tau) \, d\tau = V_i\} \Rightarrow T(i)$
5: \hspace{1em} else \hspace{0.5em} Bit stream truncation
6: \hspace{1em} $T(i) \leftarrow T$
7: \hspace{1em} end if
8: \hspace{1em} $V_i^{(j)} \leftarrow \int_{t_S(i)}^{t_S(i)+T} r_j(\tau) \, d\tau$
9: \hspace{1em} $V \leftarrow (V_0^{(0)}, V_1^{(1)}, \ldots, V_{N-1}^{(N-1)})$
10: return $t_S(i+1) \leftarrow t_S(i) + T, V$
11: end procedure

First, we give the optimal scheduling policy. As this policy requires exactly prediction of TCP rate in the future ($r_j(t), t > t_S(i)$), it is not a causal system. I.e. it is physically infeasible. The algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. The return value $V = (V_0^{(0)}, V_1^{(1)}, \ldots, V_{N-1}^{(N-1)})$ is a vector indicating how to allocate $S_i$. At time $t_S(i)$, user sends HTTP request with byte range $[0, V_0^{(0)}]$ of $S_i$ from server 0, $[V_0^{(0)}, V_0^{(0)} + V_1^{(1)}]$ of $S_i$ from server 1, and so forth. As within each segment, the optimal scheduling policy requires the user to make only one request to each server, which is independent with the length of the segment, we name it O(1) scheduler in this paper for simplicity.

Now we discuss the problem of O(1) scheduler, which motivates our CMSS algorithm. First, as we cannot perfectly predict TCP flow rates $r_j(t), t > t_S(i), 0 \leq j < N$, we can only use predicted rate $r_j^{PRED}$ as the average rate for future transmission. I.e.

\[ r_j(t) = r_j^{PRED}, \quad t > t_S(i) \]  \hspace{1em} (2)

The problem is that generally speaking, scalable coded video data within one segment (has already been reordered) are used by the decoder sequentially. This means the received data is useful if and only if all its precedent bytes are successfully received. Note that video decoder has certain degree of error recovery capability. In this research, we do not model this issue. If $\exists 0 \leq j < N - 1, r_j^{PRED}$ is over estimated and $T(i) = T$, then:

\[ V_i^{(j)} = r_j^{PRED} \cdot T > \int_{t_S(i)}^{t_S(i)+T} r_j(\tau) \, d\tau = \overline{V_i^{(j)}} \]  \hspace{1em} (3)

where $\overline{V_i^{(j)}}$ is practically received volume of data from server $j$. Therefore, the bytes in $\sum_{k=0}^{j-1} V_i^{(k)} + \overline{V_i^{(j)}} = \sum_{k=0}^{j} V_i^{(k)}$ are not received. As a results, any byte received in $\sum_{k=0}^{j} V_i^{(k)}, V_i$ is useless. This results in a waste of bandwidth.

Statistically speaking, prediction accuracy deteriorates with time. I.e. prediction of near future on average has higher fidelity than far future. Therefore, a candidate solution is to use small chunk size and frequently update scheduling decisions. Using small chunks as basic scheduling unit also has the potential of reducing the mismatch gap (4) as ARQ mechanism can be applied. However, this approach results to extremely large amount of HTTP requests. Number of HTTP request increases linearly with respect to segment size.

To address these shortcomings, we propose our CMSS algorithm as Algorithm 2. At the beginning of segment $S_i$’s transmission time, input $[v_1, v_2] = [0, V_i], t_p^{(j)} = -1, \Delta$ is a constant. The basic ideas of CMSS algorithm are:

1) Multi-scale separation of video segments;
2) Multi-scale rate prediction.

Rather than separating a segment $S_i$ into small fixed size chunks, CMSS separates it into a series of various size chunks. The separation process is illustrated in Fig. 1. At the beginning of a segment’s transmission quota, rather than allocating server $j$’s volume once for all as in the O(1) algorithm, MCSS allocates half of it, according to the predicted rate. In Fig. 1 (assume $j = 1$), this volume is denoted by $r_j^{PRED}(0) \cdot T_1$. When this volume is delivered successfully at time $T_1$, the scheduler allocates another half of the currently available volume, i.e.
Algorithm 2 Collaborative Multi-Scale Scheduling

1: procedure SCHEDULE((tS(i), tP(i), [v1, v2]))
2: if tP(i) < 0 then
3: \( r_j^{\text{PRED}} \leftarrow r_j(tS(i-1), tS(i)) \)
4: else
5: \( r_j^{\text{PRED}} \leftarrow r_j(tP(i), \text{now}) \)
6: end if
7: \( tP(i) \leftarrow \text{now} \)
8: \( T_j = \frac{tS(i)+T_{\text{now}}}{2} \)
9: \( V_j^{(k)} \leftarrow \min(\max(\Delta, T_1 \cdot r_j^{\text{PRED}}), v_2 - v_1) \)
10: \( S_j^{(k)} \leftarrow [v_1, v_1 + V_j^{(k)}] \)
11: \( v_1 \leftarrow v_1 + V_j^{(k)} \)
12: HTTP request \( S_j^{(k)} \) from server \( k \)
13: return \([v_1, v_2], tP(i)\)
14: end procedure

The primary principle of multi-scale segment separation is to avoid gap (4) by reserving enough buffer time. As long as the predicted rate is no lower than half of the practical rate, everything is going to be fine. Rate prediction is performed by multi-scale rate prediction. The predicted TCP rate is determined recursively by the average transmission rate of its predecessor chunk. In ideal case when TCP throughput is stable, the previous chunk requires twice of current chunk’s transmission time. Therefore, multi-scale segment separation can be viewed as a 2-tap low pass filter with the same tap value, i.e. \((\frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{2})\). The advantage of this approach is that at the beginning, chunk size is large. Accordingly, its transmission time is large. Therefore, rate prediction might not be able very accurate. However, at this period, segment \( i \) is far from its deadline \( tS(i + 1) \). Therefore, relative large rate prediction error is acceptable. With transmission proceeds, chunk size becomes small, rate prediction becomes precise as statistically speaking, near future is easier to predict. This process in fact also gives higher priority to the chunks transmitted near the beginning of a segment’s transmission period. As we have explained, for scalable coded video, these chunks are more important than the later chunks. Multi-scale rate prediction algorithm is expressed at line 8-10 in Algorithm 2). Using CMSS, HTTP request has logarithmic complexity, compared with linear complexity of fixed size chunk solution.

IV. Testbed Measurement

We develop a prototype system of CMSS using Python Twisted library. We deploy it in PlanetLab open platform. Two PlanetLab nodes are selected as CDN servers. They are: planetlab1.eecs.wsu.edu and ricepl-l.cs.rice.edu. We connect these two servers using ubmm-deaktop9.cse.buffalo.edu. Video source is encoded with maximum bit rate of 1.5625MBps, \( T = 32s \).

A. Reference Solutions

We compare CMSS with \( O(1) \) algorithm. However, as we have explained previously, \( O(1) \) algorithm has very bad bandwidth utilization efficiency. To mitigate this problem and get a fair comparison result, \( r_j^{\text{PRED}}, 0 \leq j < N \) is calculated by the average rate of server \( j \) multiplied by a coefficient 0.9.

B. Effective Throughput

In this subsection, we study the effective throughput of different schemes. The result is presented in Fig. 2. From the result, we can see that CMSS works better than \( O(1) \) algorithm. This is because CMSS can effectively reduce ‘gap’ in the received segments. In fact, when comparing the total received data, \( O(1) \) algorithm is slightly larger than CMSS because the service time of HTTP request for size \( x \) content can be expressed as \( T(x) = a + bx \) [11], where \( a, b \) are platform dependent parameters. Making more HTTP request increases overhead time \( a \). However, as \( O(1) \) algorithm cannot
allocate bandwidth in an optimized way, quite a lot of received are not usable (see Fig. 2). As a result, when comparing the really usable throughput, CMSS beats $O(1)$ algorithm.

C. Server Load

Fig. 3 represents average number of HTTP request, normalized by received data volume. This result verify that MCSS makes comparable HTTP requests with $O(1)$ algorithm. In most of the cases, MCSS only requires 3-5 times of $O(1)$ algorithm’s requests.

D. Bandwidth Utilization Efficiency

Fig. 4 presents the normalized wasted bandwidth. The vertical axis is the useless data received by the user, normalized by effective throughput. $O(1)$ algorithm wastes lots of bandwidth transmitting useless data because its bandwidth estimation algorithm cannot be accurate and its segment separation algorithm is too aggressive.

V. Conclusion

In this paper, we studied multi-server dynamic adaptive streaming over HTTP. Different from previous research, which pay most of their attentions to network transmission or video signal processing related issues, we focus on both network transmission, video signal processing, and server load mitigation. We proposed a novel collaborative multi-scale scheduling algorithm, which requires logarithmic number of HTTP requests for each video segment. Compared with the linear complexity fixed chunk size scheme, CMSS significantly reduced server load without sacrificing band width utilization efficiency. Compared with the constant complexity prediction based algorithm, CMSS results in better bandwidth utilization with comparable server load.
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